S's ID# ____________  Name: Mr/Mrs/Ms ___________________, __________ Examiner: ______

Normal__ or DX___________________  AGE ____  EDU ____    M  F     3MS _______  MMSE ____

yrs.              yrs.                             100                   30

Test date: _____/____/____  Location: _____  (Start: ____: ____)  Test Time: ____    SESSION #: ___

yy      mm    dd                                               hh     mm                       min.

---

### 3MS  MMSE

PLACE & DATE OF BIRTH:

- Place: Town _________________, State _______
- Time: Year _______, Mo. _______, Date _______

REGISTRATION # ___:  (No. Presentations ___)

- #1: Shirt ___, Brown ___, Honesty ___
- #2: Shoes ___, Black ___, Modesty ___
- #3: Socks ___, Blue ___, Charity ___

MENTAL REVERSAL (Coach fwd. once if needed)

- 5 to 1 (Can ___ Can't ___ count 1-5)
  - Accurate 2
  - 1 or 2 errors/misses 1
  - 3 or more errors/misses 0

DLROW (Can ___ Can't ___ spell WORLD)

- 0 1 2 3 4 5

FIRST RECALL

- Spontaneous recall 3
- After "Something to wear" 2
- After "SHOES, SHIRT, SOCKS" 1
- Still does not know 0

- Spontaneous recall 3
- After "A color" 2
- After "BLUE, BLACK, BROWN" 1
- Still does not know 0

- Spontaneous recall 3
- After "A good personal quality" 2
- After "HONESTY, CHARITY, MODESTY" 1
- Still does not know 0

TEMPORAL ORIENTATION

- Year  Accurate 8
  - Missed by 1 yr. 4
  - Missed by 2 - 5 yrs. 2
  - Missed by > 5 yrs. 0
- Month
  - Accurate or within 5 days 2
  - Missed by 6 days to 1 mo. 1
  - Missed by > 1 mo. 0
- Date (of the month)
  - Accurate 3
  - Missed 1-2 days 2
  - Missed 3-5 days 1
  - Missed > 5 days 0
- Day (of the week)
  - Accurate 1
  - Inaccurate 0
- Season (changes ~ 20th of M J S D)
  - Accurate (within 30 days) 1
  - Inaccurate 0

SPATIAL ORIENTATION

- State 0 2
- County 0 1
- City/Town 0 1
- Store/Hospital(Clinic)/Home? 0 1

---

### 5  2

NAMING (MMSE: Pencil ___, Watch ___)

- Forehead ___, Chin ___, Shoulder ___
- Elbow ___, Knuckle ___

FOUR-LEGGED ANIMALS (30 sec.)

- 10

SIMILARITIES (Coach with Orange-Banana)

- Arm-Leg (Teach if score <2)
  - Body parts; limbs; extremities 2
  - Other correct answer 1
  - Incorrect; tells difference; DK 0
- Laughing-Crying
  - Feelings; emotions 2
  - Other correct answer 1
  - Incorrect; tells difference; DK 0
- Eating-Sleeping
  - Essential for life 2
  - Other correct answer 1
  - Incorrect; tells difference; DK 0

REPETITION

- "HE WOULD LIKE TO GO HOME." 2
  - 1 or 2 missed/wrong words 1
  - >= 3 missed/wrong words 0
- "NO IFS ___ ANDS ___ OR BUTS ___"

READ AND OBEY "CLOSE YOUR EYES"

- 3  1
  - Obeys without prompting 3
  - Obeys after prompting 2
  - Reads only 1
  - Neither reads nor obeys 0

WRITING (1 minute)

(HE) WOULD LIKE TO GO HOME

COPYING 2 PENTAGONS (1 minute)

- Each Ptgn.:
  - 5 approx. equal sides 4
  - 5 but unequal (>2:1) sides 3
  - Other enclosed figure 2
  - 2 or more lines 1
  - less than 2 lines 0
  - Intersection:
    - 4 corners 2
    - Not 4-cornered enclosure 1
    - No intersection 0

THREE-STAGE COMMAND (Finish cmds first)

- 3  3
  - TAKE THIS PAPER WITH YOUR L/R HAND
  - FOLD IT IN HALF, AND
  - HAND IT BACK TO ME

SECOND RECALL

- (SHOES, SHIRT, SOCKS) 0 1 2 3
- (BLUE, BLACK, BROWN) 0 1 2 3
- (HONESTY, CHARITY, MODESTY) 0 1 2 3